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Key elements of Standard 1 1a: Knowing and understanding the multiple influences on early development and
learning 1c: Key elements of Standard 2 2a: Knowing about and understanding diverse family and community
characteristics 2b: Supporting and engaging families and communities through respectful, reciprocal
relationships 2c: They know about and understand the goals, benefits, and uses of assessment. They know
about and use systematic observations, documentation, and other effective assessment strategies in a
responsible way, in partnership with families and other professionals, to positively influence the development
of every child. Key elements of Standard 3 3a: Understanding the goals, benefits, and uses of assessment â€”
including its use in development of appropriate goals, curriculum, and teaching strategies for young children
3b: Knowing about and using observation, documentation, and other appropriate assessment tools and
approaches, including the use of technology in documentation, assessment and data collection. Understanding
and practicing responsible assessment to promote positive outcomes for each child, including the use of
assistive technology for children with disabilities. They understand and use positive relationships and
supportive interactions as the foundation for their work with young children and families. Key elements of
Standard 4 4a: Understanding positive relationships and supportive interactions as the foundation of their work
with young children 4b: Knowing and understanding effective strategies and tools for early education,
including appropriate uses of technology. Candidates understand the importance of developmental domains
and academic or content disciplines in early childhood curriculum. They know the essential concepts, inquiry
tools, and structure of content areas, including academic subjects, and can identify resources to deepen their
understanding. Candidates use their own knowledge and other resources to design, implement, and evaluate
meaningful, challenging curriculum that promotes comprehensive developmental and learning outcomes for
every young child. Key elements of Standard 5 5a: Understanding content knowledge and resources in
academic disciplines: Knowing and using the central concepts, inquiry tools, and structures of content areas or
academic disciplines 5c: Using own knowledge, appropriate early learning standards, and other resources to
design, implement, and evaluate developmentally meaningful and challenging curriculum for each child. They
know and use ethical guidelines and other professional standards related to early childhood practice. They are
continuous, collaborative learners who demonstrate knowledgeable, reflective and critical perspectives on
their work, making informed decisions that integrate knowledge from a variety of sources. They are informed
advocates for sound educational practices and policies. Key elements of Standard 6 6a: Identifying and
involving oneself with the early childhood field 6b: Knowing about and upholding ethical standards and other
early childhood professional guidelines 6c: Engaging in continuous, collaborative learning to inform practice;
using technology effectively with young children, with peers, and as a professional resource. Integrating
knowledgeable, reflective, and critical perspectives on early education 6e: Key elements of Standard 7 7a.
Opportunities to observe and practice in at least two of the three early childhood age groups birth â€” age 3, ,
7b. Opportunities to observe and practice in at least two of the three main types of early education settings
early school grades, child care centers and homes, Head Start programs.
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In the s, concern over the varying quality of emerging nursery school programs in the United States inspired
Patty Smith Hill to gather prominent figures in the field to decide how to best ensure the existence of
high-quality programs. Meeting in Washington, DC, the group negotiated the issue of a manual, called
"Minimum Essentials for Nursery Education," that set out standards and methods of acceptable nursery
schools. Three years later, the group cemented the existence of a professional association of nursery school
experts named the National Association for Nursery Education NANE. The association has existed for over 80
years. The association is also active in public policy work. Accreditation[ edit ] NAEYC accredits early
childhood programs according to health, safety and education standards it first launched in and reinvented and
released in September They are a leading publisher of educational resources, which include books, videos and
posters that can assist in the teaching of young children. NAEYC also publishes two scholarly journals to help
early childhood professionals and parents stay informed about the latest research on educating children age
The magazine provides useful, research-based ideas that teachers can use in their classrooms. Every year the
NAEYC offers several conferences where participants can learn about and receive professional development
in their field as well as focus on the improvements that have been made in the practices, policies and research.
This program works by teaching the educators how to better communicate with the families of their students.
This is a week-long promotion every spring that brings public awareness to the importance of early childhood
development and education. Policy and Advocacy[ edit ] NAEYC encourages its supporters to be informed of
current issues and legislation that affect the lives of young children. An integrated system of early childhood
care and education that includes comprehensive approaches that directly involve families and communities in
program design, implementation, and evaluation must be developed. NAEYC believes Americans can invest
now in our children and families and enjoy long-term savings, with a more vibrant nation of healthy,
achieving children and more stable families. Or, they can fail to make the investment and pay the price:
Federal, state and local government, communities, parents, and the private sector must share in the
responsibility of ensuring the well-being of children and families. In order to keep the programs going,
NAEYC members must pay dues for funding of the programs they run. This was the first time since that there
was an increase in dues. In this journal, issues are organized around topical clusters that devote special
attention to issues in the field of early childhood education. It highlights current thinking on best practices in
early childhood education, innovations in the field, research and its implications, and interesting ideas for and
from preschool teachers. The articles and other features reinforce the accreditation criteria for the NAEYC
Early Childhood Program Standards on Relationships and Teaching and encourage effective teaching in the
preschool years. Caring for Children in Low-Income Families: This book explores multiple different aspects
of the lives of low-income children and day care. The study also examines aspects of the family lives. For
example, whether a home has a single parent, two parents, unemployed parents, or other odd family situations
and how that effects the children and their abilities to receive proper education. This was a very thorough and
detailed study conducted by NAEYC and it helped them to better suit their own child care facilities to adapt to
the needs of low-income families.
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Michelson writes down the stories as the children share them. Later, she reads the stories, which include tales
about machines that feed the cat and make beds, to the class. I was wondering what they might look like. I
think that you could create these machines in the block center. And before you build your machines, you can
plan them on paper in the writing center. As they work, they excitedly discuss their drawings with Mrs.
Michelson and each other. Michelson takes this opportunity to scaffold their learning by asking questions
during the design stage. Do you think the unit blocks or the magnetic blocks might work better for your
building? What shape blocks will you need to create the base? New initiatives, such as Educate to Innovate
The White House and the recent emphasis on college and career readiness, represent a movement toward 21st
century skills Partnership for 21st Century Skills As a result, such skills have become part of the early
childhood landscape too. Many early childhood educators are struggling to create a balance between
addressing new initiatives and providing children with the active, dynamic, and integrated learning
experiences that block play offers. Many teachers find themselves under pressure to implement new required
curricula and are encountering space constraints as other learning centers begin to encroach on the block area.
Rather than abandon block play in order to concentrate on building skills e. The initiative outlines the need for
a stronger educational focus on science, technology, engineering, and mathematics STEM in the United States.
To support the initiative, some states developed prekindergarten standards that mirror the elementary-level
Common Core State Standards Brown The intent is to prepare all students, regardless of where they live or
which schools they attend, to be college and career ready. Together these new initiatives have spotlighted a
range of important skills that the Partnership for 21st Century Skills identifies as media and technology skills,
life and career skills, core subject skills, and a collection of learning and innovation skills referred to as the 4
Cs: Beyond the framework designed by the partnership, research suggests that additional skills, such as using
imagination, being inquisitive and self-directed, working as a team member, and taking risks, are also
important 21st century skills Jerald ; Garriock Although the emphasis on STEM education, Common Core
State Standards, and 21st century skills creates new challenges, early childhood educators can effectively
support these new initiatives using tools such as blocks and developmentally appropriate practices. However,
technology, engineering, and the arts can all take place within science biology, physics, etc. For example,
when a child builds a high tower during block play, she uses engineering principles that directly lead to
understanding the scientific concept of gravity. It is through the use of art and technology, however, that
young children may begin to grasp the concept of number or shape. For example, children could build and
design symmetrically and then count the number of each shape on either side, or they might try to replicate a
structure from a photo of a past creation by noting that the structure started with seven red rectangles for the
base. So rather than educators focusing solely on content by asking children to name shapes or numerals out of
context, we encourage them to embrace a more interdisciplinary and integrated approach. By engaging
children in scientific and mathematical concepts through technology, engineering, and the arts, educators offer
children authentic learning experiences in ways that still meet early learning standards Drew et al. We propose
that educators support new initiatives using blocksâ€”a longstanding and developmentally appropriate
learning tool. Because mathematics and science curricula feature prominently in national standards, Common
Core State Standards, and curriculum guides, it is important to consider how educators can use technology,
engineering, and the arts to engage children in mathematics and science content in ways that align with
learning standards and foster 21st century skills. Technology Many early childhood educators think of
technology primarily in terms of screen technology tablets, computers, smartphones, etc. Computers and
phones are tools, and they make life easier, but so do the latch on the playground gate and the wheels on a
shopping cartâ€”these too are technological tools. When children engage in authentic learning, they actively
explore the way things work and fit together. When they play with blocks, children are actually engaging in
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design technologyâ€”the creation of something that is useful or helpful or that solves a problem. The
discussion of form and function regarding tool use is also an important part of design technology. By
interacting with simple forms and shapes of blocks pillars versus circular curves in wood unit blocks as well as
with various types of blocks magnetic, interlocking, waffle , children have multiple opportunities to learn
about design technology by engaging with shape, form, and function. Madori shows the children photographs
of buildings they created individually in the block center the previous week. The class decides to collectively
re-create each building to make a town. Madori aligns this project in the block center with a social studies
lesson on community. After the children re-create several block structures, 4-year-old Madison attempts to
connect them by building a road using only one size and shape block. Madori wonders aloud what would
happen if Madison used a different shape block and rotated them. Through trial and error, she completes her
road using a variety of sizes and shapes, including a ramp simple machine: Engineering Having children
engage in design technology by using tools meaningfully leads to engineering. Like scientists, engineers are
problem solvers. Ronaldo, a 3-year-old, is building a tower in the block center. He is unable to build it very
high before it falls over. Ronaldo redesigns his tower multiple times to try to solve this problem. Eventually he
rebuilds the base, adding several blocks. Ronaldo discovers that a larger base provides greater stability.
Through trial and error, Ronaldo has engaged in an authentic, hands-on, and meaningful learning experience
with blocks while developing 21st century skills. For young children, the desire to find an answer, design a
solution, and think critically is intrinsically motivating. In other words, real problems lead to real solutions.
When adapting the engineering design process Engineering is Elementary for the early childhood classroom,
improving and in turn redesigning are valuable steps in block play. Block play offers opportunities to build,
knock down, and rebuild, which are critical for both learning and social-emotional development. These
opportunities also support young children in developing persistence and perseverance in a safe, secure
environment. Early childhood educators may also keep in mind that for young children, the engineering cycle
is never ending. Young children need to come back to their block structures and creations again and again to
improve on and expand their skills. Tackling an authentic and meaningful blockbuilding challenge, as well as
finding a way to solve it, supports communication and collaboration with peers and adults. Here, appropriate
use of a sophisticated technological toolâ€”a digital camera or smartphoneâ€”to document the block creation
in a photograph, as part of an individual or a collaborative effort, is valuable. The arts The arts allow young
children to further expand their block area engineering and designing experiences by representing or
communicating what the children see, using a range of materials e. Re-creating what one sees in the real world
is a feature of art that can serve as either a precursor to block building or a natural extension. Hirsch refers to
children using blocks to re-create buildings from their own life experiences and using the block structures to
engage in dramatic play at the representational stage. The arts can also play an important role in block
planning, redesign, collaboration, and communication. Architects create blueprints and small models before
moving to the construction phase. These drawings and models encourage collaboration and discussion. By
providing pencils, crayons, paper, chalkboards, and books on topics such as building structures or bridges,
early childhood educators can integrate authentic and meaningful literacy skills in block areas. When young
children develop building plans for block play, they learn how to organize materials, plan for the stages of
implementation, and identify who will be responsible for what job. Builders refer back to their plans literacy
skills to discuss additions communication and collaboration skills , make changes problem solving , and count
and measure math. As illustrated in the opening vignette, Mrs. Michelson engages children in this process
when she encourages them to begin creating their machines by designing them in the art center. Young
children need opportunities to showcase their block-building creations just as artists need opportunities to
showcase their final work. Block structures built by young children over time, either individually or
collectively, can be shared and then extended. By adding other materials such as cars, people, and dinosaurs,
children use 21st century skills that include creativity and imagination to design narratives for dramatic play
and for writing. These narratives can then become minibooks that align with language and literacy standards.
For a developmentally appropriate use of screen technology, children might use iMovie, VideoShow, or
another app to create the story as a movie or digital narrative to share with peers, families, and the community.
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The children return to their machine-building activity every day, making improvements and modifications and
adjusting their plans accordingly. Upon project completion, Mrs. Michelson and the children reflect on the
process. That was a good way to solve your problem. The children share their stories, sketches, and photos
with each other and their families. By integrating learning standards, STEAM, and 21st century skills,
educators can provide all children, including children who are gifted, those with special needs, and children
who are dual language learners, learning opportunities that support optimal outcomes. Collaboration with
special education teachers and related service providers can further enhance such opportunities to explore,
build, and discover for children with special needs. During circle time, Mrs. As a group, the children
brainstorm the potential uses for the natural and recyclable materials before going to the center. Sam suggests
that the pinecones can be trees, and Sarah adds that the jar lids can be windows. As Mike, a dual language
learner, heads to the block center, Mrs. Gibson hands him picture cue cards of pinecones, trees, lids, and
windows to support his English language learning. Mikaia, a student who has been identified as gifted, prints a
picture from the Internet of an actual castle in Europe that he plans to replicate. A UDL approach encourages
teachers to consider the materials needed for building, the number and types of blocks, and the ways to diff
erentiate the activity to effectively support children with a range of abilities. During a time of diminished
resources and increased budgetary constraints, early childhood educators may have to be even more creative
when providing children with materials that support rich, meaningful, and engaging block play. For example,
young children in the fi rst stage of block building, stacking Hirsch , might stack plastic coffee cans. The same
design principles and problem solving can be aff orded with plastic butter tubs with lids, and cardboard paper
towel tubes. We can expand the representation stage by adding plastic caps, jar lids, PVC pipe scraps, and
colored fabric. Be sure to invite children to join in the designing process by asking for their input on creative
materials. When children turn a clean, recycled milk carton into a house to add to the other buildings they
created in the block area, it represents an important part of the process in design and engineering. Again, form
and function can become part of this collaborative process: Why [or why not]? Conclusion Young children
need to be prepared to live in the technologyrich, ever changing, 21st century. With intentional planning,
teaching, and ongoing assessment, block play can ensure young children have opportunities to develop the
skills needed to face whatever challenges the future brings. Block play allows children to interact with both
science and mathematics content in authentic, meaningful, and hands-on ways.
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For a developmentally appropriate use of screen technology, children might use iMovie, VideoShow, or another app to
create the story as a movie or digital narrative to share with peers, families, and the community.
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